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Preface
To be very honest, we struggled with this one -
enormously. On one hand, economic data is just, killing
it. On the other hand, we have barely come out of one
of the deepest economic collapses in history and
markets are behaving as if we have been in a decade
long boom (haven’t we?). There are lots of good,
fundamental reasons to support certain themes and
asset prices. We also have a crypto craze that has
blown up beyond any fundamental rationale that we
(or anyone else for that matter) can provide. There are
cost push pressures evident in supply chains and there
are demand booms in sectors like housing and
consumer durables. All this while the Covid situation
outside of US, UK and Israel (and maybe some other
countries we have missed) is getting worse, not better.
Predictions of inflation abound, and the bond market
recently has stopped caring (in fact one might say the
bond market has already priced in a lot of inflationary
excess in TIPS). Market internals is providing conflicting
messages with the small cap rally having stalled and
Chinese equities underperforming. On whole, this is a
very unstable equilibrium, one in which we struggle to
find conviction either way. The spring, which
compressed a bit too much last March seems quite
stretched to us and valuations in equities may be due
to a correction. It is an environment in which we
struggle to recommend increasing risk and in which we
also struggle to recommend adding heavily to risk
mitigators like bonds. 

The risks out there are not unknown, the themes and
ideas that we like are not non-consensus either.
“Something that everyone knows isn't worth knowing”,
said an investor much smarter than us and we are a bit
at odds here trying to come with a variant perception.
Maybe if there is one contrarian opinion that we can
allow ourselves it would be around cash – everyone
hates it, maybe, just maybe it is time to like it a bit
more? Just in the short term?
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Q1 Summary 

Bonds have had a torrid time this year with the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate down
4.46% as of the end of Q1. US growth has led also to the USD recovering a lot of its losses of
last year – up over three and a half percent for the quarter, despite the US deficit being wider.
US growth trends seem to continue to point to a stronger currency and weaker bonds over the
near terms but there is hope that the US and many other countries will catch up to the US pace
of vaccinations and re-opening by the 3rd quarter, though the prospects for Emerging Markets
re-opening fully remain dim with countries like India that were previously were in control of the
situation too seeing a sharp resurgence in cases. Equities continued to be highly volatile and in
full rotation mode with small-caps leading the charge in the US and Nasdaq being the
underperformer. Global equities ended the quarter up 4.52%.
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Bonds and the case for
hanging on
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Sound policy decision making reduces virus-driven growth risks in the rest of the world
either through smarter vaccine administration, increased vaccine supply or reduction in
transmission which means global growth ex US starts to rise too; this is limited by
multiple factors: vaccine nationalism, total manufacturing capacity, formation of vaccine
blocks through foreign policy influence etc. Were this scenario to succeed, we could see
yields rise much higher without associated risks to Emerging Markets and without a
sustained rally in the USD.
US growth continues to push yields higher, the dollar strength and rise in US real yields
start to affect financing conditions for the rest of the world; this ultimately and after a few
heartaches result in a return to the pre-covid dynamics of low yields and US domestic
asset outperformance while the rest of the world sorts their individual situations.

Unfortunately, as it stands, the second path appears to be much more likely, and that path
will flow through higher long term US yields too. While the second path is not unlike the
taper tantrum of 2013, the difference this time is the Fed reaction function, which has moved
from being pro-active to being reactive to inflation. This means that while the market will
progressively worry less about the Fed trying to stave off any recovery by raising rates before
full employment is reached but will worry more about how steep the US yield curve can go
before the Fed is forced to bring in something that resembles yield curve control to prevent
financial conditions getting too tight. The Fed is telling us that a steepening curve reflects
growth, which means it is not ready to step in yet, which further means that it has some way
to go before a steeper curve translates into financing troubles for companies.

While bonds have seen a significant pullback and have attempted to stabilize over the last
few weeks, it is hard to make a case for attractive value in bonds, primarily because real yields
remain low and term premiums, while in positive territory, remain depressed for where Fed’s
new monetary policy function and the fiscal response is. The question here is how big a drag
is the global situation going to put on them. While the US response to the virus and
economic conditions continues to push potential growth back to trend, the only other
country matching it is China and while China may state the preference for creating more
domestic demand for its goods, the reality on the ground remains that its growth is well
anchored to the US fiscal stimulus and to some extent that of Europe. This situation creates
interesting paths for yields and global risk assets:

1.

2.



In general, the path to the tightening of financial conditions goes through widening of
spreads. Since the ending of the Corporate Credit Facilities last year and the recent
ending of preferential treatment for treasuries under the SLR regime, the Fed has been
gently removing support for the market while keeping up its treasury purchases. That
means that the corporate credit market, for now, must fend for itself on the available
market liquidity and does not have any support from the Fed. At current spreads, which
are the tightest in history (but for a brief moment in 2018), they are especially vulnerable
to a sell-off.
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While the improving employment situation and continued fiscal support is good news for
earnings of most companies and their ability to repair balance sheet (thus low default
rates and high upgrade to downgrade ratios), spreads are already pricing in this
improvement and it is making little sense to continue holding on to weaker credits from
either a spread or a yield perspective. An environment of rising yields and record tight
spreads bode poorly still for fixed income returns, especially in lower grade segments of
the market. The question of when any spread widening could happen is an interesting
one and we think this could be a May/June event especially around data on US inflation
and/or employment. 

Still, for those that have the need for yield and must stay invested, we like the 5 to 7 yr
part of the US yield curve both in treasuries and higher-rated securities as an area of
outperformance relative to the rest of the curve. This is because, after the recent failure
of auctions, the 5 to 7 yr part of the US yield curve has become very steep, offers
significant carry and roll and in a rising yield environment is a good place to hide while
the rest of the curve catches up.

Where the 10-year yield will end is still unknown. The forward curves are pricing in a
yield of just over 2% two years from hence when the Fed is expected to start raising
rates, so one may be tempted to say that the market has already done the job. We feel
this is premature in an era of average inflation targeting and a reactive Fed and any
pullback in yields are going to be temporary. Still, treasuries are a better place for capital
to be in fixed income than credit, especially due to their risk-mitigating features which
will be more prominent as nominal yields head higher. 

In fact, US High Yield spreads have never been tighter:
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A Note on the Idea of Inf lation
In our yearly outlook, we pointed out the current inflation regime is driven by a rise in goods prices, something
we have not seen in decades, even as production capacity remains constrained globally due to the pandemic.
That is about to change in the US as restrictions on travel and going out are being lifted and more people can
visit leisure and entertainment venues. In time, the rest of the developed world will follow. We expect goods
demand to taper off, albeit slowly, and services demand to ramp up in the US. This begs the question – is
inflation really something to worry about? Our answer then was no, and we are for now finding little reason for
now to change our mind.

Unquestionably, base effects will lead to some ugly numbers as we move through this year. As the re-opening
progresses, news around hiring shortages (already accumulating anecdotal evidence) will also get worse. Long
term inflation expectations are rising too, which is another factor that the market is looking at to gauge the
permanence of inflation. Some recovery is to be expected – this is what the Fed wants, but realising inflation is a
hugely different, and difficult ask. 
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While goods consumption, especially at the lower end of the consumer income spectrum will remain robust, the
pace of increase will come down and the breadth of buying will narrow from its pandemic high, easing pressures
on the supply chain. The pandemic fuelled demand in everything from tech hardware to home furnishings means
a definite pull forward of future consumption in these segments, which means at some point investors are going
to have to price in an oversupply of these goods. Emerging Market demand remains tepid as Covid impact still
lingers. 

There is a possibility that US housing-related spending remains robust, and we are seeing inflation in input costs
there. The key will be watching for services inflation and while there is anecdotal data on the rise in wages and
shortage of labour, there is less of that pressure seen in data releases. Services is a competitive business and
does not suffer from the supply chain issues that goods do – capitalism does its job very efficiently in services. So
any inflation there unless driven by labour shortage (there remains significant slack in the US labour market)
should be transitory.



What if inflation rises much more durably? How does our bond view (in the scenarios
mentioned above) square with a potential rise in inflation driven by wage growth? In our
opinion, longer-term yields are more sensitive to growth than inflation. Unless the Fed
loses its hard-earned credibility (we have seen no reason to believe this), a rise in
inflation that is not justified by growth and is not temporary will be more potent for the
positioning in front end and the belly rather than the long end as any Fed action to
counter inflation will lead to a bear flattening. This is the biggest risk to our preferred
positioning in bonds and this is also why we hesitate to increase our bond holdings
substantially beyond making the positioning adjustment suggested. For now, we are
putting our trust in the Fed forecasts.
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Certain metals have already run hard from their bottoms last year – so hard that their prices
are near their all-time highs of previous bull cycles. Iron Ore and Copper are prominent, and
Gold too has been hovering around its long-term highs.

There is bullishness around commodities and to some extent it is justifiable. China is still
increasing its spending on infrastructure and the US is looking to add to it. We are
consuming more goods than ever as services consumption remains constrained globally
(though less so in the US) by the coronavirus crisis. Housing is on a tear nearly everywhere
(though there are clearer signs now that in China housing sales have peaked). With recovery
from the pandemic now around the corner (even if in many emerging countries it will take till
later this year end or even into next year), there are hopes that this commodity rally will be
fuelled further by recovering global demand and stimulus spends. However, there are clear
kinks in this commodity supercycle bull theory. 

Commodities
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On the other hand, the commodities which make up the biggest chunk of commodity indices
– Crude Oil, at over 16% of the Bloomberg Commodity Index and its derivatives and products
another 8% - are far away from all-time highs and remain under pressure for various other
reasons. 
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Soft commodities, while rebounding sharply, have seen a bit of a mixed performance but it's
hard to say that there is not enough incentive here to increase plantation and produce more
to satisfy demand. In the near term, however, we may continue to see some pressure as the
re-opening brings online some additional demand.



With several commodities already riding high, the commodity trade as defined by the current
structure of indices is primarily an oil bull trade. Without oil rallying from here, we don’t see a
broad commodity rally happening, but we do see a reason for being a long term investor in
selective commodities, especially those that serve the electrification theme as we move to an
increasing renewables powered economy. The primary among these is Copper, Nickel and
Lithium, and a host of other minerals and rare earth elements. The burden on many of these
elements, not just to supplement existing demand but also to be replacement energy
sources is humongous. We are not guided here by the abundance or scarcity of these
commodities as it stands now, but the consistent demand pressure they will feel over the
next decade or so. Supply will come from fresh mining, recycling or substitution, but it is
undeniable that demand pressures in minerals tied to electrification are going to be
tremendous. We, therefore, prefer exposure through miners and recyclers rather than the
commodity itself. The idea is to benefit both from volume and price growth, even if prices are
volatile.

In the meantime, we continue to like oil, even as its long term prospects remain clouded by
energy substitution. Supply constraints driven by lack of reinvestment capex and rising
demand as economies open up bring about a benign environment for the commodity.
Despite producers like Iran and Libya ramping up production again, a clear gap between
demand and supply has opened up which will keep oil prices well supported throughout this
year and possibly further into the next.
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It is a bit difficult to call equities cheap at the moment. They are not grossly expensive by
many standards, especially if you consider the economic data which should continue to
support revenue growth, but by many earnings, driven standards equities are reaching a
point where bottom lines really need to deliver. We have been previously sceptical of CAPE
driven valuation metrics especially in a market that is driven by falling interest rates and rising
technology earnings, it is hard to ignore it when expectations are driven by a cyclical
recovery. We are not in a comfortable position. This is not to say that we are bearish or that
we recommend switching out of equities completely. This is a valuation call, nothing bigger
needs to be read into it.

Equities
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To add to the valuation risks, we have consistent EPS upgrades from analysts expecting a rip-
roaring recovery and those estimates will be severely tested this quarter.

The CAPE being where its, the pressure on earnings to deliver has rarely been higher to
justify valuations and the pressure would double if rates started to rise sharply again. The
upcoming earnings seasons have become crucial as multiple expansion has been driving
earnings for far too long.



The market is not only expecting a return to normal but a 16% increase over 2019 earnings.
We understand there has been a stimulus spend and we also recognize that some more is to
come, we also recognize that personal savings have gone up dramatically, but they are
becoming less of a factor going forward. 
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US Household Debt has remained in check, primarily because a significant amount of
stimulus payment has gone into repaying debt. The latest earnings releases from Banks in
the US clearly point to a sharp fall in loan demand from both households and corporates.

Source: Bloomberg
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Consequently, from here on we are back to looking at stocks the traditional way, without
being disrupted by stimulus checks and continuing investment demand. The ‘asset shortage’
case we made earlier in the year looks less compelling right now. 

It is quite possible that outside the red-hot mortgage space, pay down of debt will continue
and while it will add overtime to the household ability to spend, in the near term that is a
negative for valuations and earnings.  The reader can counter this with the recent data on
retail sales which were much stronger than expected but smoothing the data gives a much
less ebullient picture. We are not saying that the improvement in trend cannot continue, we
are only pointing out that the market may be running ahead of itself.



The picture is less exuberant on European stocks largely because analysts have priced in
some delays to vaccinations and thus a later return to normal in the region, but expectations
are still very punchy. European indices are especially industrials and financials heavy, with a
strong reliance on global growth as well as renewed domestic credit demand and we have
seen nowhere the level of stimulus in Europe as we have seen in the US and European
Recovery fund disbursements remain delayed. While select countries like Italy have pledged
to increase their fiscal spend, we think this will take time to show any concrete impact. In the
meantime, China is showing early signs of a slowdown from its industrial recovery high of
2020. This has consequences for Europe too.
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Within Emerging Markets, our preferences have mild alterations. We still like the case for
India over the long term but considering the worsening of the Covid situation and rising
inflationary pressures, it is hard to make a case for India in the near term. The hope is that
policymakers act quickly to stem the outbreak, but we are not particularly impressed by the
reaction till now. The best possible case is for a renewed harsh lockdown until vaccine
supplies are adequate, but the political will is missing. Vaccine supply issues were what kept
us worried about EM in our yearly outlook, but it appears that supply constraints are bigger
than even our relatively downbeat expectations. With Chinese vaccine efficacy in question
and export controls hampering efforts across Asia and EM, we see this period of lower activity
extend well into 2022. 

This brings us back to technology and healthcare and their relative underperformance for the
last few months. That ended in March, with tech stocks once again starting to perform
relative to more economically sensitive small caps.
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If our expectation of a short-term overvaluation in cyclical names is correct, Nasdaq’s
outperformance can continue through this quarter. We continue to retain our preference for
EM tech too, being somewhat less bearish on Chinese tech as regulatory issues seem to have
concluded, though it is reasonable to expect that growth in Chinese tech and margins will be
lower going forward as regulatory scrutiny remains high.

While concerns on regulatory scrutiny of US tech will remain an overhang on the sector, we
are not sure that the answer lies in taking a similarly draconian action as seen in China. The
differences in the political and regulatory framework in both nations means that it will not be
as easy. Large cap tech is a quality earnings play, and we prefer quality. That preference also
applies to healthcare, where the sector has underperformed for a variety of reasons –
political and covid related, not related to earnings quality. 

There are a few other risks that we should not ignore which can upset our positioning. The
first one is higher than expected inflation. This may once again reinforce the kind of rotation
that we saw late last year and earlier this year. However, it may not be as benign as it has
been. Valuations across the board have become more sensitive to real rates and with supply
chain constraints still abundant, a double whammy of higher input costs and higher discount
rates are bound to give equities a more serious jolt. 

The second and possibly more disruptive risk is the continued improvement in US growth
relative to the rest of the world which remains very much in the grasp of Covid. The US
service sector recovery coupled with still decent goods demand may yet be more benign for
the US than for the rest of the world. The inability to counter this inflationary pressure
coming from the biggest consumer share of global GDP will rise to varying extents the risk of
a repeat of the events 2011 to 2014 which saw Emerging Markets collapse, a rise in
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inflation globally leading to unrest in various frontier markets, a vicious taper tantrum and led
to a sharp rally in the US Dollar. This is not improbable and has the potential to hurt equities
despite the Fed’s promise to keep rates low and hopefully lessons learnt by the Eurozone.
With the VIX now low and hedging not that expensive, it's worthwhile to carry some
protection against these risks.



Our view at the beginning of the year was more constructive on the dollar (relative to EUR),
on GBP and select EM based on better vaccine administration and while that has been mostly
correct, things have gotten much worse in Asia and EM than our expectations of a tepid
recovery on the back of a poor vaccination response. On the other hand, expectations
overshot on the downside for Latin America, especially Mexico and Brazil, which we had
expected to do better this year relative to Asian Fx. We believe that is still the case, though to
some extent it would require China to stabilize rather than act hastily to reverse any of the
easing they did last year. 

If vaccine administration remains a key factor for fx performance, we should see the EUR look
to add to its very recent improvement trend. We expect to see the EUR gain strength towards
the end of the quarter as Eurozone countries show stronger signs of normalisation and the
ECB looks to scale back its recent aggressiveness on the PEPP. In the near term, the focus is
squarely on the GBP and USD strength. The improvement in US growth sentiment with or
without any infrastructure stimulus means it will continue to outperform other countries
which still reel under the covid impact or have profited from the industrial resurgence it has
caused while not having the service base that the US has. That should also help, to some
extent, Mexico which continues to be a beneficiary of US growth and we believe that the
market is pricing already a lot of bad news in the BRL. 

An inflationary scenario in this two-tier world (vaccinated vs unvaccinated) may not be as bad
for the USD and EUR as it may be for the rest of the world which has less of an ability to cope
with it. As the Fed and ECB pare down bond purchases and the market starts to focus on
tapering, the environment will remain much more in favour of DM currencies rather than EM.
This also goes for the Renminbi, whose appreciation has been driven by the industrial and
export recovery and a rush to invest in bonds driven by index changes. That tailwind is now
fading. 

Currencies
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